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As for the BEC-BCS crossover, the corresponding critical chemical potential is very weakly sensitive to magnetic fields up to eB ∼ 9 m 2 π , showing a much smaller inverse magnetic catalysis as compared to the BEC transition, and displays a strong magnetic catalysis from this point on.
PACS numbers: 24.10.Jv, 25.75.Nq
I. INTRODUCTION
Although a considerable amount of theoretical and experimental work has been devoted to the subject, the phase diagram of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) still remains poorly understood. From the theoretical point of view, one of the main reasons for this state of affairs is that the ab-initio lattice QCD approach has difficulties to deal with the region of medium/low temperatures and moderately high densities, owing to the so-called "sign problem" [1, 2] . Thus, most of the present knowledge about the strongly interacting matter phase diagram arises from the study of effective models [3] . This is because effective models offer the possibility of obtaining predictions for the transition features at regions that are not accessible through lattice techniques. In this context, in the last years several works have considered that, at low temperatures, the transition between the chirally broken phase at low densities and the color superconducting phase at large densities proceeds in a smooth way instead of being a strong first-order transition, as is more commonly believed. Interestingly, this opens up the possibility that, as density increases, quark matter undergoes a crossover between a regime where diquark pairs form difermion molecules in Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) and a weakly coupled Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superfluid regime [4] . One of the models where this kind of phenomena has been more actively investigated is the well-known Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [5] , where gluon-mediated interactions are replaced by effective local quark-quark interactions.
The actual existence of a BEC-BCS crossover in the three-color (N c = 3) NJL model requires, however, a quite strong quark pairing interaction. Let us recall that the application of the Fierz transformations to the effective one gluon exchange interaction (OGE) leads to r ≡ G D /G S = 3/4, where G S and G D are the scalar quark-antiquark and the diquark coupling constants, respectively. This value is usually taken as a reference in most model calculations [6] . On the other hand, the existence of a BEC-BCS crossover at finite baryon chemical potential requires r 1 [7, 8] . It has been argued, however, that in the flavor SU(3) NJL model the axial anomaly might induce a BEC-BCS crossover for more conventional values of r [9, 10] . Other possibility has been proposed in [11] . Contrary to what happens for N c = 3, the situation for the N c = 2 NJL model is quite clear. In this case, the Fierz transformation of the OGE interaction leads to r = 1, as shown in Ref. [12] . For this value of r, the authors in Ref. [7] find that as the quark chemical potential µ increases, there is first, at µ = m π /2, a second-order transition from the chirally broken phase to the BEC phase, followed by the BEC-BCS crossover at a somewhat larger chemical potential. This result was confirmed in Refs. [13, 14] .
Despite the fact the two-color NJL model might only share some qualitative similarities with real three-color QCD, it is still a valuable model for studying in general. In fact, studies with two-color QCD like models, in particular in the context of the NJL model, have been quite popular (for a recent review, see, e.g., Ref. [15] and references therein). Because of the different gauge group of two-color QCD (which has only pseudoreal, or real representations) as compared to the three-color case, the fermion determinant in the former remains real for nonvanishing chemical potentials (for baryons or quarks). Hence, the model does not suffer from the fermion-sign problem that plagues the three-color QCD and its phase diagram can be studied through lattice Monte-Carlo simulations [16] [17] [18] . Besides, the two-color NJL model can be seen as a relativistic analogue of the low energy non-relativistic BCS-BEC crossover in condensed matter fermionic systems. Given the above properties, we hope to learn some of the related physics associated with diquarks condensation in real QCD by using this simpler model and the generic properties connected to a BEC-BCS transition in fermionic systems in general.
In the present work, we will be mainly interested in the role played by a magnetic field in the BEC-BCS transition problem. This is mostly motivated by the realization that strong magnetic fields may be produced in several physically relevant situations. For example, the compact stellar objects believed to be the source of intense γ and X-rays, the magnetars, are expected to bear fields of the order of 10 13 − 10 15 G at their surface [19] , reaching values several orders of magnitude greater at their center [20] [21] [22] . Moreover, such strong magnetic fields are also expected in present and future experiments at the RHIC, NICA and FAIR facilities, designed to probe the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter at low temperatures and intermediate-to-large densities.
So far, the effect of magnetic field on the BEC/BCS crossover has been analyzed in the context of a two-channel model [23] , where fermion and boson degrees of freedom are introduced from the beginning in the corresponding effective Lagrangian density. The aim of the present study is to go beyond this by considering a single channel model. Since this is already a quite complicated issue by itself, we will work in the framework of the two-color NJL model, where the existence of a BEC-BCS crossover for conventional model parameterizations is firmly established. We recall here that, in contrast to what happens in N c = 3 QCD, this theory allows for lattice simulations at finite chemical potential. Results from this model regarding the diquark condensation in the absence of magnetic fields have been compared, e.g. in Ref. [12] , with lattice simulations of N c = 2 QCD [16] . It turns out that the predictions of the NJL model for the diquark condensate are similar than those of chiral perturbation theory [24] , as far the agreement with lattice results are concerned. The NJL model is therefore interesting to investigate the general symmetry properties associated with two-color quark matter and their role in the phase transitions. Moreover, some aspects of the impact of the presence of external magnetic fields on the properties of two-color quark matter at finite temperature and vanishing chemical potential have been investigated using both effective models [25] and lattice simulations [17, 18] . This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce a two-color and two-flavor NJL-type model in the presence of a magnetic field and the corresponding thermodynamic potential to study the phase structure and, in particular, the BEC-BCS transition. Some possible regularization schemes used in the literature are also given. In Sec. III we give the results of our analysis and also make a comparison between different regularizations used when regarding the critical quantities and the crossover. In Sec. IV, we interpret the results obtained and check for their consistency. Our concluding remarks are given in Sec. V. One appendix is included, where some of the technical details are given.
II. THE Nc = 2 NJL MODEL IN THE PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
We start by specifying the model and its parameters. We consider a two-color and two-flavor NJL-type model that includes scalar-pseudoscalar and color pairing interactions. The corresponding Lagrangian density, in the presence of an external electromagnetic field, is given by
Here, C = iγ 0 γ 2 is the charge conjugation matrix and m c is the current fermion mass, which we take to be equal for both flavors. Moreover, τ i and t i are the Pauli matrices in flavor and color spaces, respectively. As usual, we will assume that the interaction terms are derived from an effective local coupling between color current terms. The two coupling constants G S and G D , for the present two-color NJL model [12] can be related simply as
This relation has to be imposed in order to have the symmetries of two-color QCD, and must be satisfied regardless of the type of the effective interaction that we start from. The coupling of the quarks to the electromagnetic field A µ is implemented through the covariant derivative, D µ = ∂ µ − iQA µ , where Q is the usual quark charge matrix Q = diag(q u , q d ). In the present N c = 2 model we choose the charges to be q u = e and q d = −e. In this way, as in Ref. [23] , the charged fermions can be considered to mimic the rotated charged quarks that pair to form the electrically neutral Cooper pairs in actual QCD. Note, however, that while in the latter case quark matter will still behave as a color superconductor, two-color Cooper pairs are color-singlets. Therefore, in the two-color QCD we are dealing with a true superfluid where just a global (baryon number) symmetry is spontaneously broken. Finally, we consider that the system is in the presence of a static and constant magnetic field in the third-direction, namely, we take A µ = δ µ2 x 1 B.
A. The thermodynamical potential in the mean field approximation
At vanishing magnetic field, the mean-field thermodynamic potential at temperature T and chemical potential µ is given by [7] 
where Ω 0 is the zero temperature contribution,
and E k = √ k 2 + m 2 , with m being the dressed quark mass. The addition of a finite constant magnetic field can be easily implemented in the above expressions by considering the following substitutions [26] 2
where α l = 2 − δ l,0 takes into account the degeneracy of the Landau levels. Therefore, the resulting zero-temperature mean-field thermodynamic potential in the presence of a constant magnetic field reads
In the following, we will discuss the different ways to regularize the thermodynamic potential when including the effects of an external magnetic field.
B. Model parameters and regularization schemes
Since the model under consideration is non-renormalizable, a proper regularization scheme is required to avoid ultraviolet divergences. As it will be discussed below for the regularization procedures to be used in this work, this implies the existence of a cutoff parameter Λ. Thus, the coupling constant G = G S = G D , the current quark mass m c and Λ form a set of three parameters that must be specified in order to proceed with the numerical calculations. In the case of the N c = 3 NJL model analysis, these parameters are usually fixed such as to reproduce the empirical values in vacuum for the pion mass m π , the pion decay constant f π and for the quark condensate0 . The situation for the N c = 2 case is not, however, so clear. Here, we follow the procedure proposed in Ref. [13] , which is based on the N c scaling of physical quantities. Using the fact that f π is proportional to √ N c and the chiral condensate to N c , we rescale the three-color values by factors 2/3 and 2/3, respectively. Namely, we choose the model parameters such as to reproduce the values f π = 75.45 MeV, m π = 140 MeV and1/3 0 = −218 MeV. Let us now turn to the choice of the regularization scheme. One possibility is to introduce a form factor U Λ such that
In fact, most of the studies of the effect of magnetic fields within NJL-type models that include color pairing interactions are based on this kind of regularization (see, for example, Refs. [27] [28] [29] [30] ). As for the explicit form of the regularization function one might, in principle, be tempted to use a simple step function θ(x − Λ). It is known, however, that this procedure introduces strong unphysical oscillations in the behavior of different quantities as functions of the magnetic field. A discussion on this can be found in, e.g., Refs. [31] [32] [33] , where it was also observed that the use of smooth regulator functions improve the situation. In fact, this allows to identify possible physical oscillations appearing in some cases [27, 28] . Different smooth form factors have been used in the literature. For example, in Ref. [32] Lorentzian functions of the form
have been used. Alternatively, in Ref. [29] , Wood-Saxon type form factors like
were introduced. Note that the form-factor in the above expressions is chosen in such a way that that three-momentum cutoff is used concomitant with the introduction of the magnetic field. In particular, note that the limit of B → 0 reproduces the usual three-momentum cutoff in the simpler case of a step function regularization. But due to the aforementioned problem with this regularization, it has motivated these other forms of regularization in the literature. It should also be noted that all these form factors include a constant that regulates its smoothness. To choose the values for such constant one is limited by the fact that a too steep function leads to the unphysical oscillations already mentioned, while a too smooth function leads to values of the quark condensate in the absence of the magnetic field that are quite above the phenomenological range. Thus, the value N = 5 is usually chosen in the case of the Lorenztian form factor, while α = 0.05 is taken for the case of Wood-Saxon one. In the following, we will identify these two regularizations cases as Lor5 and WS0.05, respectively. An alternative way to regularize the finite B thermodynamic potential was suggested in Ref. [34] . Within this procedure, the terms in the thermodynamic potential that are explicitly dependent on the magnetic field turn out to be finite and, thus, only those terms that are independent of it need to be regularized. In a way, this so-called "magnetic field independent regularization" (MFIR) can be considered as an extension of the method described in, e.g., Ref. [26] to the case in which color pairing interactions are present.
Following the regularization procedure described in Ref. [34] , after summing and subtracting convenient terms, the thermodynamic potential Eq. (2.5) can be cast into the form (see also App. A for details)
where 10) and
. In this expression, a three-dimensional sharp cutoff Λ can be introduced to regularize Ω 0 , which has no explicit magnetic field dependence, while the other terms are ultraviolet finite. The details concerning the derivation of Eq. (2.9) can be found in Ref. [34] . For completeness, the main ones are also given in the App. A.
For each of the regularization schemes mentioned above, Lor5, WS0.05, as well as for the MFIR case, we need to evaluate the parameters that reproduce the scaled physical values of f π , m π and0 , in the N c = 2 case. The procedure to obtain these quantities is discussed in detail in Ref. [5] . The values obtained and used in this work are shown in Tab. I. Table I : Parameter sets we have used for the two-color NJL SU f (2) model. Here, m(0) stands for the dressed quark mass at 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the previous section we gave the mean-field thermodynamic potential in the presence of an external magnetic field, Eq. (2.5), and presented some different regularization schemes to avoid the divergences. Given the corresponding regularized form Ω reg 0 (m, ∆, B, µ), the associated gap equations for m and ∆ then read
In what follows we present and discuss the results obtained by solving numerically these equations 1 .
A. Behavior of the order parameters
It is known that at zero chemical potential the magnetic catalysis effect is present (see, for example, Ref. [35] ). This is seen in Fig. 1(a) , where the behavior of m as a function of the magnetic field is shown, for all three regularization schemes studied in this work. This coincides with the result obtained in the NJL model without the diquark interaction since ∆ vanishes in this case. For B = 0, a transition to a ∆ = 0 phase occurs at µ = m π /2 [4, 7] , or, equivalently, at µ B = m π . Here, µ B = 2µ is the baryon chemical potential for the N c = 2 case we are dealing with. Thus, fixing the chemical potential at a value µ B > m π a non-vanishing value for ∆ is obtained. The corresponding behavior as a function of the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1(b) for the case for a value of µ B = 6.0 m π (≡ 0.84 GeV) (which is chosen as a representative value for illustrative purposes) and the three regularizations schemes, WS0.05, Lor5 and MFIR. The aforementioned oscillations are clearly seen in both panels in Fig. 1, i. e., in both the effective quark mass and the diquark condensate, when using the WS0.05 and Lor5 regularization schemes. We note that they are somewhat smaller in the second case, which corresponds to a smoother regulator. These non-physical oscillations can be traced to the fact that the regularization procedure depends explicitly on the magnetic field. Therefore, they disappear when the divergent terms are disentangled from the magnetic contributions by using the MFIR scheme. It is also clear from both panels in Fig. 1 that the WS0.05 and Lor5 regularization schemes start to deviate strongly from the MFIR scheme at large values of the magnetic field, eB/m 2 π 15. With respect to this, it should be borne in mind that some estimates [22] indicate that the magnetic fields at the center of magnetars can be as large as eB/m 2 π ≃ 30. We consider now the behaviors of ∆ and the effective quark mass as functions of the baryon chemical potential for different values of the magnetic field. This is shown in Fig. 2 . We restrict ourselves to the results for the MFIR and WS0.05 regularizations, since the results for Lor5 are qualitatively similar to those for the WS0.05. There is a chirally broken phase with ∆ = 0 for low enough chemical potentials and a BEC phase in which ∆ is finite and chiral symmetry is partially restored. The transition connecting these two phases is of second-order and, when B = 0, it occurs at µ B = m π . This result is in agreement with those obtained using chiral effective theories [16] . This result also remains true for both schemes presented here. The magnetic catalysis effect can also be observed, where both m and ∆ are seen to increase with the magnetic field. We also note that for B = 0 (corresponding to the lowest curves in both panels of Fig. 2) , the MFIR regularization exactly reduces to the traditional three-dimensional cutoff Λ, indicated by the Λ 3d label in the figures, and that the results obtained for both regularization methods are similar for eB = 0 and 10 m 
B. The critical chemical potentials
We now determine how the magnetic field affects the critical baryon chemical potential µ
BEC Bc
for the diquark condensate (BEC) phase transition and for the BEC-BCS crossover µ BEC−BCS Bc . Since the phase transition for diquark condensation remains second-order even in the presence of an external magnetic field, we can obtain the corresponding critical baryon chemical potential by using a Ginzburg-Landau expansion for the thermodynamic potential Eq. (2.5) around the critical point [14] ,
where the Ginzburg-Landau coefficients α n are defined as We now turn to the determination of the critical chemical potential for the BEC-BCS crossover. For this purpose, it is convenient to define a reference chemical potential, µ N = µ B /2 − m, in terms of which the transition between the two states is characterized by the condition µ N = 0 [7] . The rationale behind this is as follows. Considering for simplicity the case B = 0, a typical dispersion relation is given by
where E − ∆ corresponds to particle and E + ∆ corresponds to antiparticle excitations. For small µ B we have µ N < 0, and the minimum of the dispersion is located at | k| = 0, with particle gap energy µ 2 N + ∆ 2 . This corresponds to the fermionic (quark) spectrum in the BEC state. On the other hand, at larger values of µ B , we have µ N > 0. The minimum of the dispersion is shifted to | k| = µ B /2 and the particle gap is ∆. This corresponds to the fermionic spectrum in the BCS state. Thus, the condition µ N = 0 can be used to determine the position of the crossover. Note that it implies m = µ These two phases are indicated by the regions below and above, respectively, the thin horizontal solid line shown in Fig. 3 . For the values of magnetic fields shown in Fig. 3 , we find that the point for which µ N changes sign, the BEC-BCS crossover, is shifted to the right, i.e., when increasing the value of the magnetic field, the crossover takes place at a larger value of µ (or, analogously, at a larger value of µ B ). This corresponds to a strengthening of the BEC region. This phenomena is observed to occur in both regularization schemes considered in this work. Fig. 4(a) . In the MFIR scheme, we see that from small to moderately strong values of eB an inverse magnetic catalysis (IMC) effect is observed, i.e., the value of µ BEC Bc decreases with the magnetic field, while for very strong magnetic fields, µ BEC Bc grows rapidly with eB in the MFIR scheme. The IMC phenomenon was first observed in the NJL model in Ref. [37] at T = 0 and in Ref. [38] for the full T − µ − B case. Since then, it has been found and described in different models (see, e.g., Refs. [39, 40] and references therein). For the parameters we have considered, the IMC effect is clearly seen in the interval 1 eB/m The behavior of µ
BEC−BCS Bc
for the BEC-BCS crossover is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Note that from small to moderate magnetic field values, eB/m 2 π 9, the value of µ BEC−BCS Bc changes little. This indicates that the magnetic field does not tend to affect strongly the size of the BEC region in that range of values for the magnetic field. Yet, we can still see an IMC effect happening also for the crossover, which is shown in the inset in Fig. 4(b) . However, this phenomenon happens over a much smaller range of magnetic fields and the variation of the critical baryon chemical potential is much smaller than the one in the BEC transition. On the other hand, for larger values of the magnetic fields, the BEC region increases with the magnetic field, as indicated by the rise of the critical chemical potential in Fig. 4(b) . The reduced IMC effect in the BEC-BCS crossover can be qualitatively understood as a competition between magnetic catalysis, which always tends to increase the chiral mass m (see Fig. 1 ), thus pushing the critical chemical potential up, and the IMC, which tends to facilitate the BEC transition. The overall result is an almost constant critical chemical potential from small to moderate values of the magnetic field and an increasing µ

afterwards.
Finally, note also the differences in behaviors for the different regularization schemes seen in Fig. 4 . Both WS0.05 and Lor5 regularization schemes produce again non-physical oscillations similar to what we have seen before in Fig. 1 . It is important to remark that, for the chosen parametrizations, there are no oscillations related to the van Alphen-de Haas (vA-dH) effect in this model. These oscillations do have a physical meaning and would usually be expected to appear as a consequence of the oscillations of the density of states near the Fermi surface. In the present case they are not visible because ∆ takes rather large values in the crossover side, while in the BEC side the effective quark mass remains also rather large. As a consequence, the oscillations are washed away in both cases. Studies have been reported in which the oscillations are actually visible, owing to a smaller diquark coupling [27, 28] or because there are quark species that do not participate in the pairing (as would occur in the 2SC phase for color SU(3)), which have ordinary vA-dH oscillations, which in turn produce oscillations indirectly on ∆ [34] . In the later case, the quarks that are decoupled from the diquark gap produce vA-dH transitions, which are related to the change in population of Landau levels, and are nearly vertical in the phase diagram for chemical potential and magnetic field. Note also that the WS0.05 and Lor5 regularization schemes always overestimate the values for the critical baryon chemical potentials, both for the BEC second-order diquark condensate phase transition and also for the BEC-BCS crossover, with the difference increasing with the magnetic field. The reason for this is the same as already explained before with respect to the same behavior seen in Fig. 1 .
IV. INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
Let us better interpret the numerical results shown in the previous section. For the numerical results presented in this section, we have restricted to show only for the MFIR scheme for simplicity.
First, let us show that the condition used to determine the BEC transition point remains valid. The transition point was determined by setting the coefficient for the quadratic term in the diquark field in Eq. (3.2) to zero, i.e., by making α 2 (m, B, µ BEC Bc /2) = 0. This condition is, of course, only valid if the transition is second order. We can verify that the transition is in fact second order and remains so in a finite magnetic field by analyzing the coefficient for the quartic term in the diquark field in Eq. In Fig. 5 we plot both α 2 (m, B, µ B /2) and α 4 (m, B, µ B /2) for a reasonable range of chemical potentials and for different values for the magnetic field. Note that in the horizontal axis in Fig. 5 we are using the baryon chemical potential normalized by the pion mass computed at a given value of magnetic field, µ B /m π (B). The reason for presenting the results this way will be fully justified below, where we explicitly give the expression defining the pion mass in a finite magnetic field, m π (B). As well-known, at B = 0 the BEC transition for diquark condensation happens at µ B = m π . As shown in the previous section, in the presence of a magnetic field the BEC transition tends to happen for a different value for µ B . The value for µ B where the transition happens can be either smaller, in the case of IMC, or higher, as in the case where magnetic catalysis (MC) becomes dominant, than in the case where B = 0. However, the BEC transition can be shown to always happen at the value of the pion mass where it is now determined at the given value of the magnetic field, µ B = m π (B). The plot in Fig. 5(a) indeed confirms this. It shows that α 2 (m, B, µ B /2) = 0 at µ B = m π (B) for all values of magnetic field.
Finally, in Fig. 5(b) , we also show that α 4 (m, B, µ B /2) remains positive at the point where µ B = m π (B) and, therefore, the BEC transition remains second-order at finite magnetic fields. We also notice from the results in Fig. 5 that α 4 becomes negative for values of µ B slight higher than the BEC transition point. But this does not indicate that a first-order phase transition would follow the BEC transition, since this happens where α 2 is already negative. Hence, no additional (local) vacuum values for the diquark field can be generated.
The dependence of the critical chemical potential for the BEC phase can be related to the magnetic field-dependence of the diquark mass m d (at zero chemical potential). As the diquark is an electrically neutral particle, its mass should be insensitive to B to leading order, and it will mildly decrease as B gets bigger. In the N c = 2 case we are dealing with, at µ = 0 the diquark is degenerated with π 0 and we can analyze what happens with m d looking at the neutral pion mass [41] . As an aside observation concerning this degeneracy between the scalar diquarks with the neutral pion, we can interpret it based on some symmetry arguments satisfied by the model. Note that in the absence of magnetic field the symmetry group of the present NJL model is Sp(4) (see, e.g., Ref. [24] for associated analysis in two color QCD) with scalar diquarks and pions lying in the corresponding 5-dim irrep. This symmetry, however, gets broken in the presence of the magnetic field, since the charged particles acquire a different mass than the neutral ones. Thus, the 5 dim irrep goes to a 3-dim one for the neutral sector, containing the two diquarks and the neutral pion.
The neutral pion mass decreases in real QCD, and it justify our IMC results shown in Fig. 4 (a) (at least below 10 m 2 π ). A similar situation is seen to happen in real QCD with isospin chemical potentials (see, e.g., Ref. [42] ), where the BEC phase also contains charged pions. Accordingly, the magnetic field enhances the critical chemical potential, since the charged pion mass increases with B.
To further understand the IMC seen in the numerical results shown in Fig. 4 , we can first establish a relation between the critical baryon chemical potential and the effective mass for the (neutral) pion field. Note that in the absence of the magnetic field the BEC transition happens at µ BEC Bc = m π , as is well known and explicitly seen from the results of the previous section. As we have also shown above, at a finite magnetic field this transition also remains of second order. It is natural to then expect that the condition for the transition, µ BEC Bc = m π , remains valid also at finite magnetic field values if we replace the vacuum pion mass by its effective value at some magnetic field, i.e., m π (B). Since the BEC transition is for diquark condensation and the diquarks are neutral here, we can try to relate the transition point directly in terms of the neutral pion effective mass.
The effective pion mass is determined from its inverse propagator, which in momentum space-time can be expressed as
where Π π (p 0 , p) is the self-energy contribution for the pion, coming from a quark-antiquark loop at leading one-loop order. Since we are interested in the pion mass, we evaluate the self-energy in the rest frame, p = 0 and then set the energy at the mass-shell, p 0 = m π , where m π is to be interpreted as the effective pion mass. The effective pion mass is then determined by the pion pole condition, G π (p 0 = m π , p = 0) = 0, or
In the rest frame and computed at zero temperature, the one-loop self-energy for the pion in the present two-color NJL model can be expressed as [43] 
3)
where we have defined
, as also defined earlier in Sec. II. At the BEC transition point for diquark condensation, we can set ∆ = 0 in Eq. (4.3) and the pion pole condition becomes
To introduce the magnetic field, we can follow the prescription as given in Eq. (2.4), to then obtain that
An explicit derivation of the pion one-loop polarization term at zero temperature and in an external magnetic field can be found in Ref. [41] . In that work the authors evaluated the masses of σ and π 0 , the π 0 decay constant in the presence of a magnetic field at vanishing temperatures and baryon densities. In particular, they show that the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GOR) relation remains valid in a magnetic medium.
We can now compare the pion pole condition Eq. (4.5) with the one determining the BEC transition point, which is determined by setting the coefficient of the quadratic term in the diquark field in Eq. 
The above equation can be rewritten in the form In Refs. [15, 44] the authors show analytically that the "chiral rotation" behavior predicted by Chiral Perturbation Theories (ChPT) [12, 13, 45] is valid in the NJL model near the quantum phase transition. The ChPT results for the diquark condensate and effective quark mass at B = 0 can be found for example in Table 3 of Ref. [24] . We have verified that the relations found in the framework of ChPT [24] at vanishing magnetic field are also very well satisfied in our case at finite values of B. The relevant expressions at finite B are given in Table II, In Fig. 7 we numerically verify the validity of the relations given in Tab. II at finite values of the magnetic field. The difference between the approximate relations and the numerical results are at the percentage level.
Having better understood the results for the BEC transition, we can now move to the case of the BEC-BCS crossover. The authors of Ref. [7] give a very simple approximate analytic expression for the position of the BEC-BCS crossover (see, for instance, Eq. (40) in that reference), which only depends on the constituent quark mass and on the pion mass in the vacuum, µ = m π (B). Using this relation, the properly extended version of Eq. (40) given in Ref. [7] , expressing both the effective quark mass and pion mass as functions of the magnetic field, The expression Eq. (4.8) is particularly useful to better understand the results of the previous section, shown in Fig.4(b) , as far the behavior with the magnetic field is concerned. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the effect of the application of an external magnetic field on the BEC-BCS crossover. The model considered was the two-color NJL with diquark interactions. When including magnetic fields, special attention has to be paid to the regularization scheme used. We have considered in our studies three forms of regularization: one with the Lorenztian form factor (Lor5), another one using a Wood-Saxon form factor (WS0.05) and a recently studied regularization procedure (MFIR) in which the contributions that are explicitly dependent on the magnetic field are finite and, thus, do not require to be regularized. As shown in Ref. [34] in the two-flavor NJL model and also here when a diquark interaction term is included, the MFIR scheme fully prevents unphysical oscillatory behavior from appearing in the physical quantities, like in the condensates and in the critical chemical potentials.
Our results show that there is an IMC effect in the critical chemical potential for the BEC transition for diquark condensation. This is clearly observed for magnetic fields in the range 1 eB/m 2 π 20. The critical chemical potential decreases during the IMC by at most 15%, favoring the BEC transition. For larger values of the magnetic field, only magnetic catalysis is observed, requiring larger chemical potentials for the diquark condensation. With the further increase of the chemical potential, the system reaches the BEC-BCS crossover. The corresponding critical chemical potential is very weakly affected by the magnetic field up to values eB ≃ 9 m 2 π . There is still an IMC happening also for the crossover, but the phenomenon is much weaker than the one seen in the BEC transition with diquark condensation. The critical chemical potential for the crossover decreases at most by only 1.5%. For larger magnetic fields, eB 9 m 2 π , the BEC-BCS crossover does however exhibit a magnetic catalysis effect. Thus, strong magnetic fields tend to strengthen the BEC region, once the difference µ B /2 − m becomes positive at a higher value of µ B .
